
Creating a Time Capsule
You can create a time capsule for any length of time...1,3,5,7,10 or even 20

years! The first step is to decide how long you will keep your capsule
"Closed". and what size it needs to be. I used a "bankers box".  

Print copies of pages 2 and 3 for everyone participating in the Time
Capsule Activity. Page 3 will be used in the future, when the capsule gets

opened. 
Begin by gathering as a family and filling out page 2. Older siblings can

help the younger. It's ok to have blanks for things that do not apply. 
 

We gathered items for our capsule for 1 year, at the end of that year we
put it in the attic with a "DO NOT OPEN UNTIL (YEAR) sign.  Do not put
items in the box that will be missed or or extra special. Some ideas are:

School work, art work, notes, hand prints,  clothing, pictures from
ordinary moments as well as vacations, letters to the tooth fairy, Easter

Bunny and/or Santa. I saw the box every year when I decorated for
Christmas, so it would not be forgotten. You can also make a note on your

calendar each year. 
 

Another idea is to add the same item each year, like a handprint with the
date so you have a complete series to compare when the box is opened in

the future. It's your time capsule, have FUN with it! 
 

On top of my box is a file folder with a note: Fill these out FIRST - they
contain Page 3 of this packet: A few things about FUTURE me. 

Before opening the capsule, gather again as a family and fill out these
forms so you can compare answers! 

 
Time �lies - it truly does, before you know it it will be time to open your

Time Capsule and relive the memories of the year gone by! 
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A few things about ME! 
Today is: _________________________________________

 

I'm _________________________________ and I am ________________ years old. 

 

My height is: ___________________I wear a size __________ shoe & my

clothing size is currently: _______________________________________________________

 

My favorite color: _______________________________

My favorite food: _______________________________

My favorite book: _______________________________

                   My favorite 

                      television show: _______________________________

                  My favorite 

video game: _______________________________

My favorite holiday: _______________________________

My favorite song: _______________________________

My favorite hobby: _______________________________

My favorite subject: _______________________________

My favorite drink: _______________________________

 

3 things I want my future self to know: 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

 

full name goes here
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A few things about (future) ME! 

Today is: _________________________________________

 

I'm _________________________________ and I am ________________ years old. 

 

My height is: ___________________I wear a size __________ shoe & my

clothing size is currently:

_______________________________________________________

 

My favorite color: _______________________________

My favorite food: _______________________________

My favorite book: _______________________________

                   My favorite 

                      television show: _______________________________

                  My favorite 

video game: _______________________________

My favorite holiday: _______________________________

My favorite song: _______________________________

My favorite hobby: _______________________________

My favorite subject: _______________________________

My favorite drink: _______________________________

 

Reflections about me of the past compared to now: 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

 

full name goes here

Fill out this page BEFORE opening your time capsule after 1. 3. 5.

7. or 10 years! 
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